Read our Reviews
Civilian Tactical Handgun Training
We’ll teach you how to win the gunfight!
Handgun Safety Course “…I have been around handguns for years coming
from different state and thought I knew how to be safe. I came away
from the class with a whole new perspective and now plan to continue on
with your program. Thank you!” ~ Joe
“…First, I have to tell you that your safety course definitely beats the
others hands down, I would highly recommend it to anyone who needs to
get their 3 hour safety course to take this one. I do understand that this
course is crammed full of info already but if you somehow could manage it
I think it would be useful to elaborate a bit more on the rules and
regulations, (i.e. justified use of force scenarios, prohibited places to carry,
how to handle traffic stop etc.)” ~ David
Tactical Decision Making Course: “…Took the TDM class Sunday. The
instructors are incredible. They know their stuff and are excellent at
articulating instructions. Had a blast; learned so much. This class is a must
for any handgun owner.” ~ Robert
Tactical Firearms Training: “…you guys are awesome! Really, I already
recommended your classes to multiple people! I really feel ALL your
classes should be mandatory learning for someone to carry that serious a
responsibility. This may not sound politically correct, but it’s really life or
death. “~ Richard
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Use of Force: “…It was informative, organized and very, very focused on
the responsibilities of ccw. But above that , I was again (and again)
reminded of things learned in Civilian Handgun Training: four rules of gun
safety, readiness of your firearm, the body’s reaction to a threat (tunnel
vision, distorted sensory perception), unintended consequences, etc.,
throughout last night’s lecture and videos. What is contained in Article 35
is words on paper – the class was about real life.” ~ Kathy
Active Shooter, The Civilian Response: “…thanks to you for last night's
class. This is my second and I continue to be impressed by the program
and glad for it. Last night, the Sheriff and entire team dealt with a very
difficult subject in an effective and informative way. I felt I learned; you
could tell everyone did during the Q&A. It gave me assurance also to
know such dedicated and expert individuals are on the job here in Orange
County, as well.” ~ Best, Anthony

